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Chinese Ambassador Says
Foster Cultural RelatioDs
. , I.)y.tohn Kilgore
assoCiate news editor
The importance of cultural
exchange between the United States
and the People's Republicof China
. cannot _be overemphasized, says
Han XU , China's ambassador to the
. United States .
.
. "Cultural exchange should bring
about better mutual understanding of each other's society ," Han
said . "With a better mutual
understanding, politics Can be free
from prejudice , and cooperation in
various fields can be more 'productive and efficient."
'Han spoke at a dinner here on
March 10 honoring the opening of an
exhibit of Chinese folk art, "China
Through the Art of Peasants and
Workers ." The exhibit of 4(} paintings from St. Louis ' sister city of

a

Nanjing is being held in Gallery 210
of Lucas Halrthrough March 31.
.Han said that the artwork was
specifically done for the citizens· of
St. . Louis. st. Louis was the first
American city to establish a sister
city relationship with
city in
China. There are now 33 sister city
relationships between the United
States and China .
"The . opening . of the exhibition
will giv.e, fUrther impetus to the '
cultural fnterflow between our two
countries" Han said.
.' In bis speech Han stressed that it
. is imp.o rtanf to lay a strong foundation of understandIng between our
two countries so that the societies of
the next century will have a better
world to live in.
"The world is fast changing in
both the United States and in

a

China ," Han said. "We are in greater
need than ever to expand the scope
'·of our communication so that our
' understanding can be enhanced imd .
. :no longer be superficiaL "
Han noted that the exchange between the two countries has exten•... ded in scope since the 1979 Cultural
. Exchange Agreement. "Last year
. alone , about 300 ,000 American
tourists visited China, bringing
back a better understanding of
Chinese culture," he said .
Today more than 20,000 Chinese '
students attend schools and univer:
sities in the United States.
In addition to the traditional
exchange of symphony orchestras
and ballet companies , Han said that
an agreement has been reached with .
See ~MBASSADOR page 4

Envo.y Hails
U.S., Soviet
A rms Treat.y
N'OTHIN G B UT FLOWERS: Spring is here, and with it comes the blooming of campus flo;ers, and. of
course, spring fever.
Tim LeRoy

Pxo£essm ni8plites~e'.V Research
On AIDS By Masters .& Johnson
by Cecilia Dam es
re porter

ted primarily through sex., the more
sexual partners a person bas, the
greater the person's chances of getting AIDS.
Welsh said there was the
possibility that the participants in
tlie stu<iy had lied when filling out
applications for the study.
Not acknowledging whether the
applicant, or any of the applicant's
sexual
partners ,
had
been '
intraveneous drug users was one
example of ". biasing the . study,
Welsh said.
" There
are
statistical

methodologies to take into consideration the possibility of lying,
but in this study the base size was
too low," Welsh said.
Welsh also criticized Masters and
Johnson for citing the risk of
transmission of the AIDS virus
through routes which most scientists believe pose little or no harm .
Ainong the risks cited were : mosquito bites; infected food handlers ,
toilet seats , and French kissing.
. "Of all the research done on peoSee AIDS page 4

Dr. William J . Welsh . assistant
professpr of chemistry at UM -St.
Louis , has joined the growing ranks
of scientists who have criticized a
controversial AIDS study recently
released by St. Louis-based sex
researchers Dr. William Masters
and Virginia Johnsen .
Lack of priDr peer review. combined with inflammatory language
and an insufficient data base. are
the major concerns Wetsh voiced.
" It smells like they were in it for
. the profits." Welsh said.
.
The Masters and Johnson study
was published in tlleir new book:
" Crisis: Heterosexual Behavior
The Age Of AIDS." Dr. Robert
The disease AIDS is affecting' the' that comprehensively cover the
Kolodny shared in writing the report . world , not only medically , but-also
implications of AIDS in other areas ,
with Masters and Johnson._
he. said.
socially , . .
politically
and
In the study the authors said:
"We need more than a biologist or
economically .
"AIDS is running rampant among
A course addressing these and . a medical doctor teaching about
the heterosexual community ."
AIDS. It goes beyond the realm of
other effects of AIDS on society will
Masters and Johnson studied
medical technalogy," Smith said.
be offered by UM-St. Louis' Departmore than 400 heterosexuals who
HIt is an interdisciplinary problem
ment of SOCiology next fall.
had six or more sex partners'
which crosses boundaries, and it is
More thah 20 guest speakers will
annually over a five- year peri9d.
necessary to cross those boundaries
help teach the course, titled "AIDS:
Their results indicated five percent
to talk about it."
Myths , Threats, Realities," which
of the men and seven percent of the
Smith hasasked two medical doc·
will provide up-tO-date, nonwomen tested. positive for the AIDS
tors to speak to the class, as well as a
technical, yet expert, information
virus. or HIV .
microbiologist and a chemist. In
on AIDS. AIDS, or acquired immune
The authors concluded from their
addition, he has crossed the medical
deficiency syndrome: breaks down
study that more than three million
boundaries <\od included a lawyer,.a
the body's defense mechanisms
Am~ricans _ - including 200 {)OO
medievalist, a medical reporter, a
against 'other diseases.
heterosexuals - are infected with
~tat-e offiCial and an economist on
The three-credit, general elective
the AIDS virus . This figure is two
course is aimed at the average stu- . his speaker Jist. Smith emphasizes
that all medical information on
minion more t han t he figure cited
dent or community member who has
by the Cent ers for Disease Control ' no scientific background, but wants . AIDS will be given in clear, nonmore information on AIDS, Said . technical ·terms .
in Atlanta .
Once . students
have
an
Welsh disputed the Mas ters and
course coordinator Herm Smith ,
understanding ·of the disease
. Johnson study . "They (p articipants associate professor of sociology
here.
.,
medically, the course will examine
. in the study) are in a high risk group.
the effects of AIDS on the education
Most heterosexual s are not in d high
The cours'e is one of the first of its
.system, work place, insurance
fisk group ," Welsh sa id.
kind in the nation, Smith said. Other
Because the AIDS virus travels courses focus .on the medical
See CLASS page 4
through bo dy fluids and is t ransmit- aspects of AIDS, but there are none ·

In

AIDS Class D.ffered In Fall

by Paul Thompson
new editor
The People's Republic of China
supports the rec.ently signed treaty
between th e United States and the
Soviet
Union eliminating
intermedi at e-range nuclear missiles in Europe and Asia but
believes further steps to cut arms
should be taken . said one of China's
leadIng experts on disarmament.
Ge Qi Yun, an official in China's
Foreign Minis try for more than 30
years, spoke about her country 's
\'iews on nuclear and conventional
disarmament as part of her and her
husband's visit to UM·St. Louis on
March 10.
Ge is the wife of China's
ambassad or to the United States,
Han Xu, who opened an exhibit of
Chinese peasant art now on display
in Gallery 210. (See related story.)
Ge said China welcomes the INF
treaty . now pending ratification by
the U.S. Senate , because it is the
first agreement ever reached to
actually reduce nuclear arsenals.
She cited several reasons why she
believes the treaty was reached. She
said both parties had dropped preconditions which have been stumbling blo cks in past arms control
negotiations .
"The INF (Intermediate Nuclear
Forces) agreement provides for the
elimination of INF both in ~urope
and Asia and provides international
~.. verification and on-site inspec- "
tion ," Ge said.
"The United States and the Soviet
Union both no longer insist on preconditions ," the envoy said. " The
Soviet Union no longer insists that
INF should be linked with SOl or
START , or that the INF agreement
should cover Brittish or French
missiles and those . in West
Germany ."
SDI,
or
President
Ronald
Reagan 's Strategic Defense Initiative, had been a key obstacle in
negotiations . Negotiations are currently underway to reach an agreement on aSTART, or Strategic Arms
Reductions Treaty, which would
cover long -range nuclear missiles .
" The United States side bas
stopped insisting that each country
See DISARMAMENT page 4
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600IS'SUES
From ''Tiger Cub" to
"Mizzou News" to "UMSL

CUR~EN~'"
~
"CUR.RENIT."
Chris
Dugg'an, ' features Editor,
traces,the newspapers history through a quarter century of copy. See page 6 for
the scoop.
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EMINENT ENVOYS: China's ambassadortothe United States, Han
Xu (above), and his wife, Ge Oi Yun, an expert on disarmament, visited
campus March 10 and 11 to promote cultural exchange between the
United States and China.

Scott Brandt

CAMPUS
REMINDER

UM5L CURRENT

IN T H IS ISSUE'

Scott Brandt

OLYMPIC HOPEFUL
Stewart Vogt achieves .
All -American
status
in
NCAA Division II and
qualifies for an olympiC bid
in August. See page 10 for
the replay.
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Some things never change.
We are using the editorial page to take a look back at some of the
issues that have arisen on campus throughout its history. One might
expect to find different topics, but the same old stuff surfaces again
and again.
The Student Association's actions, or lack of them, has been a
target of Current editorials from the very start. Whenwill they ever
learn to get things accomplished? Maybe never.
Student apathy has been a big issue over the past 20 years. The
university used to have homecoming festivities, but they have given
way to a new sport--a race to see who can be the first person to leave
campus after class. A lot of people complain about poor attendance
at sporting events, plays and other events on campus, but fail to
attend any themselves. How many people can honestly say that
they've seen the Rivermen in action this year? The social life is out
there if you're willing to put forth the effort to hang around campus
for a while after class .
The Athletic Department has come under fire in the past as well as
recently when increases in activity fees benefited scholarships or
otherwise padded their bu·dget. Most of all, the Current has been the student's newspaper and will
remain that way. We are not puppets of the administrators as some
campus papers are nor do we buckle under pressure from student
government when they criticize the paper for issues we oppose them
on. Some papers would succumb to outside forces, but the Current
will always be run by the students. In the beginning, the Current
belonged to the student government, but later went independent and
still is today. All students are welcome to work for the Current. In
fact, we would like to have a much larger staff than we do
currently .
The biggest goal the Current has is to be an advocate of student
rights at all times. If we don't stand up for the students' rights on
issues such as assesment or poor advising practices, we have failed
as a student newspaper.
Traditionally, the Current has been the only long lasting forum of
open discussion on this campus. Hopefully, future staffers will
carryon that tradition_
Take a look at some of the cartoons and editorial pages we've reprinted from ·years gone by and you'll see that some things never
change.

le_e

EDITORIAL POLICY
In recognition of its position as a student-supported, administration-sanctioned publication, the policy of the UMSL Current
be to accurately and informatively report news which hf:LS
any bearing on the university in .il.- non-partisan manner. All
comment will be reserved for f he ·editorial p-age : •
. ~ '
The primary function of any · newspaper is communication, and
the newspaper's position in the new, structured stUdent government requires it to act as intermediary. A large portion of the
newspaper will necessarily be devoted to the dispersal of campus
news in fulfillment of this role. We will however print any
national or international news of significance to our community.
students, faculty and administrators are invited to submit
editorial comment. The newspaper will function most effectively
as an oPen publication, and your co-operation is necessary.

will

Why Close TJL Before Midterm Exams?

I'CURRENT

Copyright by
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be withheld upon request . LetteI:S
D'ear.editor:
permitting use of the author·s name . . ' .
will receive first pr~feT~nce,
.
~ I have been a full-time student at
Responsibility for letters to the. · tUIS University for the past ~hree
editor belongs to the individual
.years. I have made many frIends
writer . The Current maintains t·h.e
while attending this university and
right to refuse publicaticm of letters
am gfil.teful for the opportunity to
judged to be in poor taste, Letters :·receive a formal education. I have
may be edited to fit space -' been actively involved with student
consideration.
' affairs during the past three years
~ _ _ _ _ _ _....;."';';';""";;"'''''''''''''__'':'''' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...l (e,g. SA, Student Court, UMSL
Senate, SABC, etc.) and have
.utiHzed many UMSL educational
reSources (e.g.,math lab, writing
lab, language lab, econ resources
center, etc.). I have complaints
about the UMSL organization, but
like most UMSL students, have
never
publicly
voiced
my
All materials contained within this issue'
Blue Metal Office Buildinb
complaints.
are
the
property
of
the
Current
and
can
8001 Natural Bridge Road
As many Jefferson Library
not be reprod.uced or reprinted without
St. Louis, Mo. 63121
the expressed written consent of the
Phone: (314) 553-5174
Current and its staff.

Editorials expressed in the paper reftect the opinion olthe editorial staff. Articles
labeled "commentary". or "column" are the opinion of the individual writer.
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The Current welcomes all letters
to the editor, The writer·s student
number and phone number must be
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pages in length.
No unsigned letters will be
published. The a.uthor's name will

The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official
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compromising to provide some financial input. The Current was
deemed not yet ready for such drastic measures and rightfully so.
lt's a ten year old publication that sort a ' happened the way most
things on this transient campus sorta' happen, and - the
administrators who have been around long enough (although a
decided minority) have realized that the Current needs a little more
. direction before it is asked to wing it alone.
The direction has been supplied in a most acceptable fashion. The
staff was allowed to select a professional journalist to critique each
issue after its publication. Interim Chancellor Everett Walters had
the administrative insight to reserve a portion of his own budget to .
finance this endeavor which has surfaced in the person of Carl
Baldwin. a 42 year veteran of the St. Louis Post Dispatch, The
Current has, in effect, been put on hold.
. Actually, a very practical motive lies behind the University's
seemingly sinister actions. It's called: "Avoid legal entanglements",.
or more specifici!lly, "Don't get burne~ twice." You see, the
Maneater found itself with the threat of a libel SUIt on Its hands last
spring after previously publishing an "o~-color" photo of the Statue
of Liberty. Unfortunately, a threat agamst the .Manea~er meant a
threat against the University and specit:ic Un}ver.sltyofficla.ls because
when someone sues, they sue any possible lInk In Sight With money.
The University'.s General Counsel, Jackson WrighL issued his
opinion for future alternatives and the number one hit song read
"cut all ties with the student publications.
"This means that no funds should be furnished out of student fees
or other University funds for the publication of the newspaper; no
offices should be furnishcd; no physical facilities: and no other
support furnished. This would mean driving the newspapers
completely off-campus, and the. University .having n~~ only no control
over them, but absolutely nothlllg to do with them . A rather nasty
tune. wouldn't you say?
Fortunately. some degree of compromise was reached on all four
campuses but the future looks fairly blea~. The. chance of student
newspapers surviving w!th student editors m control seems
decidedly miriute. An mdependent newspaper means capital
invest ment and several years of loss before the venture ; ts -.Jble to ....:.-,.;. '-'.
show some profit. That'·s with t;xpe.rienced anq ~tabre business _''/"
leadership--not some student who IS himself learnmg and expects to
move on in a year or two. A more likely fate would be the advent of
a community paper for youth: si~iliar to the "Outl.aw", managed by
some budding young capitalists who recogmze an excellent
opportunity to usurp a compact youth market. What ~amt:us ~avor.
Perhaps student editors would be the only vOices raised III dissent,
because they are the ones currently gaining practical experience.
But, after all, should not the learning atmosphere of a university be
conducive to freedom of the press? Are we not still in training for
life in a d!'mocracy? Or are we ... Dick?
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Student publications are in jeopardy, not because of irate readers
or lack of revenue, but because schools are beginning to avoid
potential dynamite.
This summer the Current nearly found itself without a home and
was jnformed that its sister publications The Maneater in Columbia
and The Unlvenlty News in Kansas City had both bee.n freed from
the University's apron strings. "Freed" sounds nice but "freed"
weans no financial support including no University facilities. It
_appears that both papers will be managed off-campus and. the
University has consented to contract for the finished product, thus

Same Issues;
Different Year

"

University avoids
legal association
with student press

March 24, 1988

employees would affirm, the Jefferson Library has served as my
second home during the past three
years. Butnow,tosay the least, lam
angry about the fact that the Jefferson Library was closed on March 19
and March 20. UMSL professors
scheduled examinations for the
week following our spring break,
therefore, UMSL rese~rch facilities
should have been avaIlable as normal. Personally, I have four
examinations scheduled this week
(March 21 through March 24).
Excuses such as "he should have
used the library during the week; he
could have used the Washington
University library," or the ever
faithful "we're cutting costs" are
not sufficient. I did utilize the. Iibrary during our spring break (no

less than three full days), no fewer
than fifty students came to the
university on March 20 with the
intentions of using the IIbrary (ten
students are enough to justify opening the library), the Jefferson Library is my library (not the
Washington University library), and
contrary to popular belief, the Jefferson Library should not be
operated as a "profit-seeking"
entity. My opinion is thai the univ~rsity probably misuses enough funds
to finance adequately tbe extension
of library operating hours. It's a
,shame that students · are even
required towaituntilnoontouse tbe
library during the weekends.
Even with the lack of quiet, comfort able study areas (a problem
which should have been corrected

long ago), the normally uncomfortable 'temperature levels (another
problem that should have been corrected long ago), ·and deficient
periodial
subscriptions
(even
FlorIssant
Valley· Community
College receives the Kansas City
Star and the Chicago Tribune _ we
don't even receive the Sunday PostDispatch on Sunday), I still find T JL
a favorable place to study-and it
should be a favorable place to
study.
Although I do feel that this occasion warrants reprisal, the very
most I expect as a result of this
"essay" is an apology, which in my
opinion is a sorry substitute for the
use of T JL resources over the
weekend.
Steve Daugherty

Women's Studies: New Academic Ghetto?

If anyone had proposed, ·some
de,\!ades ago, that women speak a
special female language, or created
art in special female forms, he
. would probably have been greeted
by educated people with anything
from indignation to derision. If
someone had argued that there was
a distinct female tradition in fields
such as history, logic, philosophy,
theology and the sciences, he simply would not have been taken
seriously
by
the
academic
community.
Yet these are precisely the premises of the Women's Studies programs that have proliferated at
nearly'eyery college in the country.
Surely this is one of the most sad_
dening developments
of the
counter-cultural upheavals of the
1960's and 70's. How ironic, that during the very years that women were
encouraged to establish identities
beyong gender restrictions, entire
fields
of
knowledge
were
deliberately 'splintered. off and
genderized.
.
.
Before the feminist era, gender
was a term that governed certain
(albeit, crucial) aspects of life; in
the feminist era gender governs
everything.
Unlike
genuine
academic desciplines, Women's
Studies has neither a distinctive
methodology nor subject matter._

What it does have is the assertion
that sex and gender are such impor~
tant ,factors, in so many areas, they
deserve to be studied as such.
Women's Studies is "interdisciplinary"
it crosses the
departmental lines of history,
literature, political science and
sociology. But it challenges the
traditional teachings of those disciplines, and eve. n the way they
search for knowledge_ Surely no one
believes that feminist science will
produce feminine sUbmarines;
some of us, apparently, believe that
there is feminine language and
feminine morality. These assertionsare unproven, and perhaps
unprovable, and so, at its core,
Women's Studies is an ideology_
The typical Women's Studied student is a young women. If she is at all
curious about herself andthe world,
she should -expect from her professors an introduction to the great " f
books and ideas of the Western
tradition. Instead, Women's Studies
teaches her that the Western tradtion is not her tradition, that she is
an outSider and a victim trapped in
an "inauthentic life." Exhorted to
take control of her experience by
avoiding hegemonic "male" discourse, she is told to avoid "deflning" and "naming." (As if you could
take control of anything without

defining or naming.) Women's
being that language is the spiritual
Studies traps its students -- whether
mansion in which you live and
they know it at the time or not-- in a
nobody has the right ·to evict you
ghettoized world of speculation,
from it. Your possession iiit is
pdeudo-thougbt, and half-truths.
guaranteed by your devotion to it."
These educational "reforms" had
Similarly, the Western tradition
not taken hold at Fordham Univer.
does indeed belong to women, to the
sity, where I took my B.A. some. extent · that they exercise the
years ago, For this, I am
courage and integrity necessary to
unspeakably grateful. I still recall
claim it.
the excitement I felt, entering
. 1S
. th at the
What is most damagmg
college as a young woman from a
more -Women's Studies programs
working-class background, disthrive, the more they give the
covering the treasures of the Wes- ·' message to .the culture at large that
tern trad)tion 9ll d real~zing that
women cannot compete in the real
they .were nhne. I entered a special . life the mind;-but instead reqUire
place in whic"1i ~ace, sex, nationality, . the protection of separate courses.
and ,back'g round dfrninished, in · ·A friend of mine, whose wife and
importance next to the qualities of
mother are both women of accommind needed to pursue the truth. If
plishment, told me that the first
anyone had presumed to "liberate"
inkling he had that women might
me by channeling me into the study
actually Dot be capable of genuine
of "Italian-American life," o.r "bliIeacademic achieyement came from
collar life," or "female-life," he or , . h!s ,perception of what was going on
sli.e·wouldhave been depriving me
in Women's Studies. We women
of the greatest opportunities of my
should do everything we cart to
existence.
resist this latest, intellectual
Ina different context, the young
ghetto.
Saul Bellow was also' called an outsider by those who felt his sense of
the English language was not pure
by Carol Iannone , Professor of
enough ror literary expression. (His
English, lonal College New York
early languages included Canadian
Excerpted from the March issue
French, Yiddish, Hebrew and
of Collegiate Times, distributed
English). Bellow responded by sayby the Collegiate Network '
ing " ...to hell with tliat The re·ason

of
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Forei'isics, Debate Squad Triumphs Continue
The UM-St.Louis Forensics and
Debate Squad has continued. to
bring home awards for the university during the spring semester
. 1988. After taking first place at the
Show-Me. Swing Tournaments in
January, the squad won numerous
awards at the Ozark Classic at Missouri' Southern State. College in
Joplin, Mo.; February 12-14, at the
Missouri Association of Forensic
Activitie~
State Champio£1.ships
held at lIM-St.Louis February 26-27
and at the Pi Kappa Delta TriPrQvincial Tournament held at St.Mary's University in San Antonio,
Texas, March 3-5.
At Missouri Southern, Erin
Jarreau placed first · in dramatic
interpretation, wh-ile John Bernier
won poetry interpretation. Bernier
also placed third in prose interFLYING HIGH: Members of the campus' Army
pretation, whereas Anna Pointer
practiCing marching drills recently.
,placed third in .after-dinner speaking. Pointer also placed second in
persuasive speaking and fifth in
prose interpretation. Butch Bellers
Dennis Judd are coeditors of the
The 18th annual meeting of the
placed fifth in after-dinner speakjvurnal.
Urban Affairs Association was. held
ing, and Carrie Jeffries placed sixth
Speakers at the meeting included
March 9-12 at the St. Louis Marriott
in prose interpretation.
Matthew
Kiernan,
managing
Pavillion Downtown Hotel. More
At MAFA, UM-St. Louis won
partner of the October Partnership,
than 200 urban scholars froln across
numerous awards, including second
a consulting firm specializing i£1. . in individual eventssweepstakes (to
the country attended.
public policy of strategic manageperennial champion Southwest Bap. As home to the le~ding academic
ment in North America and Europe;
tist University), ·among the 12. journal in the urban affairs field and John Herbers, who for many
school field : At states Bernier took
"The Urban Affairs Quarterly" years covered the White House,
first placein after-dinner speaking,
UM-St. Louis was' one of the cosponurban affairs, and intergovernmenas well as first in duo with his
sors of the meeting's opening
tal relations for "The .New York
partner LIsa Terry. Bernier also
reception. Dr. Don Phares and Dr.
Times."

Urban Mfairs AsFociation Meets '

placed siXth in prose interpretation.
Terry won first place in dramatic
interpretation and fourth ill communication analysis . Tina Heitman
placed second in dramatic interptetationand third in both poetry'
and proSe interpretations. Jackie
Manuele placed fourth in prose
interpretation, and Pointer took
fifth in persuasive ' speaking.
Jarreau placed second in poetry
interpretation, as well as fifth in duo
interpretation with her partner Rod
Pratt. Lance French rounded out the
performance by being named fifthplace speaker out of the 24 patticipating in varsity debate.
At the Pi Kappa Delta tournament, UM-St. Louis placed third out
of 28 schools despite the illness of
Terty. Southwest Baptist placed
first at the tournament, whereas
highly regatded McNeese State of
Louisiana placed second. Manuele
highlighted. the UM-St. Louis
onslaught, wil!ning a "superior" plaque for placing third out of 40 in persuasive speaking and winning
"excellent" plaques in duo interpertation with Pointer, informative
speak,ing,prose interpretation, and
discussion. Manuele's performance
marked the first time that any UMSt.Louis student won five awards at
Pi
Kappa
Delta
a Single
tournament.
In addition to Manuele, the
-remainder of the squad performed
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You Thought Spring Break Was Fun
Wait Till You See What's YetTa Come

. .There's Something Coming
Especially For You ·
So Watch Next Week

•
•••
For Your Next Clue.
•
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Do you love children? Warm, caring, carefully
selected, BOSTON area families looking for
live-in child care. Excellent salary/benefits
including airfare. One year committment.

Call Belinda at: 241-3464.

well. Heitman won a "superior" plaque by placing second out of 51 in
persuasive speaking and also took
"excellent" plaques in both
dramatic
and' poetry
interpretations. Bernier placed first out
of 50 in poetry . and won an
"excellent" plaque in prose interpretation.
Pointer
received
"excellent" plaques in persuasive
speaking, after-dinner speaking and
duo interpretation with Manuele.
"The team continues to improve
in every way," said Director of
Forensics Tom Preston.
Scott Jensen, the assistant direc~

tor who accompanied the team,
added that he was very satisfied
with the performance. "Now. the
work begins, to prepare for the
national tournament to beheld at
Arizona State University in
Tempe," he said. The tournament
will be held April 21-25, and the
squad is now busy raising funds to
attend that event. Thus far the squad·
has won 115 awards in 1987-88. That
represents the first year UM-St.
Louis has won over 100 awards in
debate and forensics in a single
year, shattering the previous mark
of 40 established in 1985-86.

Two Win English Scholarships
Two UM-St. Louis students have
received $400 Alumni Association
Scholarships sponsored by the
English department.
Rebekah Donne and Marvin J. Sherman, both English majors, were selected from a group of about 15
applicants, based upon their
academic excellence,
Donne is a resident of S1. Louis
and a graduate of Lindbergh High
School. She is also the recipient of
the University Scholarsbip and a
member of Phi Kappa Phi.
Sherman, a stUdent in the Evening College, lives in St. Charles and
is a graduate of LaSalette Seminary
in Jefferson City, Mo., and St. Louis
Community College at Florissant
Valley. He is a memut!r oi Alpha

Sigma .Lambda Honor Society and
the UM-St. Louis Newman House.
The English Alumni Association
Scholarship is presented annually
to two students who are English
majors and who have accumulated
at least'90 credit hours applicable to
their degrees.
Judgment is made by a committee of English faculty who use grade
point averages il) applicable
English courses as the . sole
qualification for the a\tard. One student from the day division and one
from the evening division may
receive the scholarship . .
The SCholarships were initiated '
last year by alumni of the English
department, who made donations
for the award.

PREGNANT?
"If an unplanned pregnancy presents a personal
crisis in your life . .. Let us help you!"
.

B

• FREE TEST- Can Detect pregnane. y 10 Day. S After It Begins
. • Professional Counseling & Assistance
• All Services Free & Confidential

.

Birthright
Since 1971

BirthrIght Counseling• SI. L.ouis: 962-5300
• Ballwin: 227.2266
• Bridgeton: 227"8715
• St. Charles: 724-1200
Hampton South: 962·3653

YOU'VE HEARD THE RUMORS
AND THE RUMORS ARE TRUE!
. .
THE BEST-JAZZ IN ST. LO UIS'
.,., .
IS HEARD RIG HT HERE ON
.

'.

KWMU·FM

f}O. 7 KWMU
Weeknights and Saturdays at 1 1 p.m.
Friday Nights at 7 p. m. Sunday Nights at 8 p.m.
LISTENER-SUPPORTED RADIO FROM
THE UNIVER.$ITY OF MISSOURI-S T. LO UIS

Grey Eagle salutes

'theUM-St. louis Rivermen
for their great bas ~etball season
KWMU
JAZZlINE:

553 .. 6907
KWMHM

GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
2340 MI~lPARK DRIVE • ST. lOUIS, MISSOURI 630.3
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DISARMAMENT

AMBASSADOR

reduced but will continue to
increase," she said.
Ge also outlined several basic
principles which ..china pursues in
its military foreign policy: ·
• "Efforts for disarmament cannot
be separated from efforts for maintaining international security;
• Nuclear and conventional disarmament should "go hand in hand";
• The United States and the Soviet
Union should take the lead in reducing nuClear weapons;
• "Small- and medium-size countries are all entitled to take
measures they feel necessary to
maintain their defense capabilities

September •

so as to resist aggression and
safeguard their independence";
• Disarmament agreements should
,provide for "strict and effective
I international verification";

of- Psychology
novative • Applied • Clinical • Small Classes
• Hospital Affiliations • Afternoon & Evening Classes.
• North Central Accredited· Full & Porttime prOgrams
• Clinical Training Faciiities On Premises
• Handicapped Accessibility
• Equal Opportunity Educational Focility .

• All nations should be allowed to
participate in the settlement of
nuclear arms agreements on "an
equal footing" because arms
negotiations have dIrect bearing on
the "secur,Hy and inlerests of all
states whether they are big or
sm alIl , nuclear or non-nuclear ,
strong or weak" Therefore, every
state is entitled to participate ...in
the discusSion and negotiation on
this matter."

Forest Institute of Professio na l Psycho logy
1322 South Campbell • Sp'Ingt,eld MO 6580 7
4178317902
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20th Century Fox to show more than "The exhibition has a strong folk
50 American movie classics on . flavor and is closely connected with
Chinese television.
life," Han said.
"Walt Disney cartoons are enterThe practice of painting is new to
taining and charming millions of Chinese peasants , but it draws on
Chinese children each Sunday," he the older folk arts of embroidery ,
said.
paper-cuts, woodblocks and clay
"Culture, in a large sense, is figurines.
really everything about that
"The paintings reflect the diversociety " Han said. "The deepening
of our cultural exchanges will sweep sity of Chinese folk art and open the
away misconceptions and barriers window to the general changes that '
that stand in the way of developing have taken place in China and the
wonderful creativity that those
our overall relations. "
After more than two decades of changes have produced," he said.
substandard cultural. exchange between the two countries, the ealy
During the Cultural Revolution
1970's brought about a thawing in
Chinese peasants' paintings were
the relationship between the United
heavily propagandistic.
States and China.
The two-day visit by the .
"The cultur:al interflow already
ambassador and his wife, Ge Qi Yun,
has touched Chinese lives in many
included a wine and cheese recepways," Han said . "Today there are
tion at the exhibit opening and a
more people studying English in
seminar on arms control held by Ge,
China than there are in this
an expert on China's arms
country."
policies.
"We need to be careful to preserve the best elements of Chinese
culture and to guard ourselves
against things not so desirable,"
Han said. He compared the process
of cultural interchange to "opening
the window to let in fresh air while
trying to keep out the flies."
The paintings on display reflect
the. amateur art movement in China
which has encouraged participation
by ordinary peasants' and workers .

AIDS

Begin Graduate School in

from page 1

. should keep 100 INF missiles," Ge
(long-range) nuclear forces besaid. " It has agreed not to insist to
tween the ...United States and the
update Pershing II missiles for
Soviet Union."
She said the cuts represent a
West Germany and transfer: them to
West p.ermany . It agrees to perreduction of about three percent of
suade the West Germans to dismantotal nuclear forces on each side .
tle Pershing A missiles under
Ge said both countries should
certain conditions ;"
enter into negotiations on a nuclear
test ban, which would prevent
But Ge cautioned that the agreement, in China's view, is only a first
qualitative
improvements
in
step toward the further elimination · weaponry.
"However," she added , "the issue
of nuclear arms in the U.S. and
Soviet Union, and eventually the
of a nuclear test ban should be linrest of the world.
ked with nuclear disarmament.
"It can be seen (that) the political
" If nuclear tests are stopped but
Significance of the INF is greater
no settlement is reached on the
than its military significance," she
drastic reduction of nuclear
said. "The agreement has not
weapons, then the already very
changed the violence of strategic
large nuclear arsenal will not be

CHEERLEADING
TRY-OUT,S
For U.M. St. Louis

1988-1989 Squad
Monday, April 18 and Tuesday, April 19
Mark~ain

Gymnasium North Balcony

Conditioning work-outs begin ~onday April 4th at 2:00 p_m. in
Mark Twain Gymn.
.. .
Try-out material will be taught Wednesdaythru Friday April 13
thru 15 at 2:00 p.m_in Mark Twain Gymn. ~

Pick Up Your Free Passes March 28 At Tl1e
Current For The Sneak Preview Of:
"BAD DREAMS"
Wednesday, April 6tb
7:30 p.m.

Try-outs ar open to all U.M.- St_ Louis students MALE and
FEMALE, carrying a minimum of 12 credit hours a semester.
Experience is not necessary, dedication and enthusiasm are!
For further inforamtion contact caro~ McGraw
553-6216 or Room 344 Stadler Ha~1

".
I

At The AMC Theatre · St. Louis Galleria.
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pie who have contracted AIDS, no
one has contracted AIDS in any of
these ways ," Welsh said .
Welsh said Masters and Johnson's
report on these subjects was unfair
and possibly unethical because the
report is difficult to prove.
Welsh is currently researching
trimetrexate, a drug which AIDS
research advocates believe has the
potential to cure AIDS-related
diseases.

CLASS

from page 1 .

industry and media. Speakers also
will raise historical, legal, ethical,
psychological
and
theological
issues concerning AIDS.
Because of the new and growing
information available concerning
the disease, Randy Shilts' recent
book on AIDS, "And The Band
Played On," will be the only
required text in the course.
Speakers will distribute additional
reading materials as they become
available.
While the course is being offered
to inform people about AIDS, Smith
wants students to get more from the
class. "I don't want them to go away
with passive knowledge," he said . "I
want them to get actively involved
and do something about AIDS
beyond a personal level."
Students may substitute tests for
active involvement. Smith plans to .
give students the option to write letters concerning AIDS to members of
health groups and the legislature
instead of taking tests.
Current students may preregister for the class, which has a
limited enrollment, from April 4 to
April 22. New students should contact the Admissions Office at 5535451 for information on registering
for the course. For more information about the course, call Herm
Smith at 553-6381.
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
BROADGASTING AS A
CAREER?
Learn about the radio, TV and cable industry from
an expert with 34 years of communications experience. T aught by the creator of the legendary

For one week only; order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative.

" Johnn y Rabbit;" voted .Ill disc-jockey in America;

co-developer of the radio format known today as
AOR.
Regi ster no w lor INTRODUCTION TO
BROADCASTING. a six week course beginning
Saturd ay. April 16. An open house will be held
Thursday, April 7. 6-8:30 p.m.

JOSTENS

LEARN SCRIPTWRITING FROM
AN EXPERT .. .
Master the te.chniques of scnptwriting for radio
commercials, TV commercials and training
narratives.
Taught by an "expert in business communications
with more than 25 years experience as a writer,
editor and public speaker.

Register now for SUCCESSFUL SCRIPTING:
WRITING TO INFORM AND PERSUADE.
an eigh t week evening course beginning Thursday,
April 14. An open house will be.held Thursday, April
7, 6·8:30 p.m.
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anQ 'Tuyota's,'special financing program for college 'grads,'and -seniors could be the easjest -
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Celica 5T Sport Coupe·

- Get More From Life ... Buckle Up!

TOYOTA QUALITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!
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~No down payment required, prO'lided the arTl9unt financed is not more than tbe Toyota manufacturer's suggested

retail price. and the coSt ot factory-installed optional equipment and required t.3x and license fees
- Proof of insurability required and no negative credit history, EmploYment to b~in within 120 days of loan apprO'lal date,
© 19~ Toyot.3 Motor Sales. U.sA, Inc.

12833 Olive Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63141

Mon. - Wed. - Fri. - 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Tues. - Thurs. - 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat. - 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

(314) 434-5000
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BEGINNING: The "Current," while now more polished and protessiJ
rich and promiSing future to look to.
(RIGHT): In the early'70s, the ;'Current's" banner had a hipnessthat ~
ran about correspondent Richard Dudman's prediction that Richa
term.
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that' s what you expect.
that' s what you deserve.
that's what you get

at Normandy Bank.

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!

",,'

..-

Our new banking facility IS now open in the
lobby of University Center. We assure pro~
mpt se.rvice so that you can get to class
on time.

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. lOUIS, MO 64121
383·5555
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(TOP) The UMSL newspaper was not always called the "Current." At
the start, it was named the "Tiger Cub" then "Mizzou News." The first
"Current" (BOTTOM) came out in 1966.

F ast, efficient service

ow, had

by Paul Thompson
news e--ditc r
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Instead of at the University Center, the Current's Dew home was in tbe
Blue Metal Building, an offic~ building tbat is 4eaeribe4 by that ~ as
on the northern edge of campus, where the paper reaides tOday-. '
The 400th issue came out in 1981. Big stories at tbe tlmewe~e about library hours being cut and a visit to the campus by Pr,esident Jimmy Carter,
He was here for a "town meeting" thatwas being beld on Oatnl!us, and sp.oke
IU,,,'H" a crowd 012,000 people.

-~.

' In lhl:' lI De U rr,t l t~..l

Help Offered For Child,

ABC Hosts
Series On
Black History

diJCUSSlOns

Is around. A movie called "Star Wars" is continuing its 6 XGep"VJ~("',,, long run. UMSL students are still enjoying Bugg lake and the FiJD
oth near Sta dler and Benton Halls, both D9W mm-existant) andt.h e
c· ..,•••>_, puts out its 300th issue.
.
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Sale!
SAVINGS ON:
School & Office Supplies
Sweat Shirts St4;It ~lf /bed S~
Gift Items
7~!
• T-Shirts
The University Bookstore
• posters
I s Located I n The
University Center
Books

GRADUATES
The Un,iversity Bookstore will begin
ta ki ng cap-and-gown rental orders
April 4th thru A pril 22nd for cgmmencement exercises May 15th.
The deadline for ordering is Ap'ril
22 n d.
Graduation
Announcements will be availab le Ap ril 4 th.
If You Have Any Questions Please Call:
The University Bookstore At 553-5763 .
Congratulations From
T he Un ivers ity B okst ore Staff
"

. CURREnT
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELPWANTED
Two positions are now
being filled for recreation
leaders. June 14toJuly29
$4/hr 9 a.m.-3 p.m . . Interested persons who have
experience dealing with K5th grade children, either
In recreation or teaching,
are encouraged to contact
Robbyn at 865-5050 between 1-9 p.m., Monday
thru Thursday.

Earn up to $8.00 per hour.
Managers and painter
trainees needed. Part time
now,full time summer. Cali
now: 569-1515 . .

BE ON T.V. Many needed
for commercials. Casting
info. (1) 805-687-6000
EXT. TV-2166.
GOVERNMENT
JOB&
$16,040-$59,230/yr. Now
Hiring. Your Area (1) 805687-6000 EXT. R-2166 for
current Federal list.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Flight Attendants,Travel
Agents, Meehan iCs,Customer Service. Listings.
Salaries to $50K. Entry
level positions. Call (1)
805-687-6000. EXT. A2166.
MISSOURI
NEED
RESIDENTS 180R OVER;
FLEXIBLE HOURS. MISSOURI
LIBERTARIAN
PARTY WILL PAY UP TO
S150/DAY
FOR
WORKERS FOR RON
PAUL FOR PRESIDENT.
CALL (314) 838-1776.

HELP WANTED. Perfect
jobs for students. Work
part or lull time in our ccimfortable county office,
Great pay includes hourly
wage plus bonus incentives.
No
experience
necessary; we train. Can
start
part
time
and
increase to full time for
summer. Call 569-5060
after 9am.

FOR SALE
1976 Dodge Van,customized,auto,alr,PS,PB,
$1200, 724-1309.
Mirror for closet door.
Heavy duty. $15 Call
before 3:00 p.m. 5229392
REHABBERS SPECIAL
Used
bathroom
(tub,slnk,toilet,mirror,llght
fixture,shower doors,etc.)
$225.00,
$275.00
delivered. Call
befoTe
3:00p.m. 522-9392.
like new mattress with
box springs,metal frame
on rollers,full size. Sacrafice. $60 Call before
3:00p.m. 522-8392.
FOR SALEcExceliant condition,mobile home,12x50,includes furnlture,very
low utility bills,ldeal location in Bridgeton. $6000 or
best offer. Ask for Dale at
895-1142 or 521-0369.

RED HOT bargalnsl Drug
dealers' cars,boats,pianes
repo'd. Surplus. Your Area.
Buyers Guide. (1) 805687-6000 EXT. S-2166.

MISCELLANEOUS'
EM PLOYEES,STUD ENTS
- COMPETmVE PLAN
DESIGN INC. an independent brokerage,can provide you with a va riety of
financial(IRA's, Annuities,
Savings) and Insurance
Services. Payroll Deduction.Don
Rehagen,owner 423-0021 •
Lesbian
Gay Campus
Organization Meet Every
Thursday In Room 225 JC
PennY,between .1:00-3:00
For A Brown Bag Lunch.
TO
WORDS
GO;Professional
Academic
Word
Processing-Fast
turn
around letter quality,spell
check,all work. saved on
disk. Revisions are no
problem. 721-7766 925
DeMun, CLAYTON.

March 24, 1988

RCP/M
BULLETIN
BOARD. Interests: CP/
M,ZCPRx, Z80 assembly
language, Xerox, word processing , science, creation
vs. evolution, .discussions.
Immediate file access. 24
hours, 03/12/24,
314821-1078.

Delta Sigma Pi is sponsor'
ing
a
speaker
from
General life Insurance
Company,
this
friday,
March 25. Discussion will
be on Entry·Level Career
Opportunities. Interested
students should meet at
132 SSB at 2:00p.m.

BOOKS:
BUYING
BOOKS_ BUYING FINE
QUALITY
BOOK
COLLECTIONS.
A
COLLECTOR'S
BOOKSHOP
6274
DELMAR, MON. - SAT.
10 a.m. till 7 p.m. 7216127.

To: H.B., Thanks lor three
years full of laughter and
tears, Here's to many
morel Always counting
quick/ytofourl Now,lgoto
Sears to buy a wooden
door??? I=rol : L.M.

Loving,Professional Couple wishes to adopt baby &
provide with best of everything. Please cali Barbara
collect: (208) 765-3187
(days) (208) 772-7638
(eves).

Active members of Delta
Sigma Pi, don't forget that
the pledge's are having a
party this Saturday, March
26. It's going to be a
Hawaiian theme so bring
your leis and grass skirts!

Typing and Word Processing.
Student
Rates.
Call:727-2214

PERSONALS

Zeta Tau Alpha, Let's go
ZTA! The torch is sparked!
The games are near. Get
psyched Zeta ladies cause
it's our yean

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (u repair). Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossessiones. Call (1)
805-687-6000. EXT. GH2166 for current repo list

Deare!lt Dipal; In Alexandria, Did you find Bon Jovi?
Did you rock with tornedo?
Did you party all devils?
Are you still in one piece? If
not I arp just around.
Remember the 'CLARK'.
You guessed mel

Congratulations New AMA
Officers! We hope you
have a great year-work
hard and it will payoff!
Good Luck! Retiring AMA
Officers.
.

Conflicts of Adult Children
of Alcoholics
Adult Children of Alcoholics who continually get into bad relationships and get hurt wonder why. An all day workshop on how
this has happened and how you can change your behavior to prevent this will be offered on: April 9, 1988
For more information please call:

Sharon Burns, Substance Abuse Counselor

(314) 344-9357

$$$$$$$$$$$$

WANTED
Student Callers For The

Annual Givi n g Fund
Phonath o n
April 4 - 7, 11 - 14 & 18 - 21
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Earn $4.50 Per Hour
For More ~nformation Call:
Sarah MacDougal at 553-5789 .
426 Woods Hall

$$$$$$ $$ $$$$

BORN
TO LEAD?
You know you have it in you, and now you can prove it. If you have
60 semester hours from a regionally accredited college, and can
achieve a high score in a special aptitude test, you're only 22 weeks
away from the gold bars of a Second Lieutenant in the Army
Reserve.
To prove your leadership you'll attend an 8-week Basic Training
Course, and then go on to a 14-week Officer C andidate School
(OCS)_ It's a challenge. Tough ment3lly. Tough physically. Hack it
and you'll get your commission as an officer in the Anny Reserve,
and continue ttaining in a branch Officer Basic Course. Then you'll
return home to serve in a nearby Reserve unit - usually one
. weekend a month and two weeks annual ttaining_
_ Now you're a leader. You' ve earned it. Aqd its this kind of
Teadership that civilian employers look for \ hen seeking new
executives.
If you have 60 semester hours, the ability, and the confidence in
yourself, you sound like OCS material. C all us at:

Sergea nt Krenning
93 A North Oaks Plaza
Ph: 382-9114
BE ALL YOU CAM BE,

ARMY RESERVE.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
COMPLETION PROGRAM
(BDCP)
The Navy's SDCP provides financial incentive
for college students to complete baccalaureate degree requirements and obtain
Naval Officer commissions. All majors considered.

FULL MILITARY BE NEFITS
Earn $1100 a month until graduation. (No
uniforms, drills, or haircuts).
QUALIFICATIONS
• AGE - at least 18, but not more than 25 at
.
time of entering the program.
• EDUCATION - be enrolled in or accepted
for transfer to a regionally accredited 4-year
college or university with at least 60 semester
hours or 90 quarter hours credit. Must be U.S.
Citizen. Must have a cumulative GPA of at
least 3.0 on a 4_0 scale.

I

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN .
Immediate openings, Apply now for up
$40,000 before graduation.

Call in Missouri

1-800 -446 -6389

NAVY~OI:FICER.

I

LEAD TIlE ADVENTURE.'}

,

March 24. 19.88

CURRENT
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• The Alternative University
will present a lecture from Dr.
• The Internatio'nal Business
Jack Renard, an
Islamtc/
Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi will
Christian scholar and professor
sponsor a presentation by the
Gener~1 Life Insurance Com- ' of Theology at St. Louis University. on Islam in the Spiritual
pany at 2 p. m. in room 132 SSB.
L.lfe of a Catholic Priest at 1 '
All students welcome.
'
p.m . .in room 225 J.C. Penney.

The Accounting Club will
a lecture on Controllership
and
Financial
Reporting in Industry at 1 :30
p.m. in 78 J.C. Penney. The
guest speaker will be Richard
Lindner of Southwestern Bell.
•

)~ponsor

• The I nternational Student
Organization will sponsor a celebrationof the Persian New
Year, Nourooz, at the International House from 2-4 p.m.

-~--+
. 1 28 1--':-_M_
' o_n_da~y

.'

• The Continuing Extension
will conduct a·course on Portrait
Photography from ' 7-9 p.m.
Martin Schweig, president of
Martin Schweig Studio and
Gallery, will be the instrl,lctor.

,{

• The Rivermen, Baseball
Team will play Northeast Missouri State at 1 p.m: on the
River!'flan Field. Admission is
free.
• Women in the University:
, Reflections on 25 Years at UMSt. louis, will be the subject of a
lecture at 12:30 p. m. j n room 75
J.C. Penney. The event is spon~ored by the Women's Center.

• W.Q..men For America, For
the World, will be the title film in
The Women's Center , at 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. toctay, and 10
a.m. arid 2 p.m. t6m'orrow in
room 211 Clark Hall.
'

~~~---+1 30 1

• ' Introducation to Newsletters " will be the subjeCt of a
course offered by the Continuing Education-Extension from
6"9 p.m. For more information,
call 553-5961 .

• The Campus Bible Study will
present "H ighway 35" a contemporary Christian band from
10:30
a.m.·noon
in
the
Summit Lounge,

Dnivers·

,,

• ' The Rlvermen Baseball
Team will play South'ern lilinois-

Edwardsville at 3 p.m. on the ,
' Riverman Field.

Wednesday .

;lIcuRRENT

GRRR

•

• ManagingTechnical People
will be the topic of a course
offered by the Continuing
Education-Extension
from
8:30 a.m_-4 ,p.m. For more
inf<;>rmation contact Clark Hick·
man at 553-5961.

• Mus~im Women, ,F eminist,
Mother, Student, will be the
topic of a lecture sponsored by
the Women's Center. The lecture will begin at noon .in 211
Clark Hall.

,

..

~

:calendar
requirements

• The Riverwomen Softball
Team will face Missouri Baptist
College at 2:30 p. m. on the
Riverman Field. Admission is
free.

Material for"around UMSL" should be submitted in writing no
later than 3 p.m. THURSDAY of the week before publication to
TERRI SEYMOUR, around UMSL editor, Current 1 Blue Metal
Office Building, a001 Natural Bridge Road,
Louis, MO
63121. ,Phone items cannot be accepted. Material may be
edited or excluded to satisfy space or content requirements.

St.

Boa

fO

Presents
UPS VIDEO .
.. "ETWORK

...

DOUBLE FEATOREI
He's been chased,
thrown through a window,
and arrested,
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop
on vocation in Beverly Hills.

SUM MIT
WED"ESDfiY
SH,OWCASE
"00" LIVE
CO"CERT!

LIVE ,GIRLS
J
!!!
ON STAGE

March 28th
thru April 1 st

lijlll

Wednesday, March 30th
ThursdaY,March 31 st
11 :30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m . .
1 2:30 p.m. - 1 :30 p.m.
University Center Lounge
' Summ it Lounge
................................. ................ . ....................•......, .................•.•••.
~

I

THE HEAT'S BACK ON!

Wednesday. April'27th

Dalilly S\bowings
in the
Lookout Loonge
Monday .
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday, .
Friday

M I ~THDAY 1988 '

1 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.
12:00 - 3:30 p.m.
5:30 ~ 9 :00 p.m.
2:00 - 5:30 p_m.
9:00 - 12:30 p.m.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MIRTH DAY GIVEAWAYSI
FOOD - GAME,S -LIVE MU SIC
CL()W"S -PRIZES - FO" - BALLOO"S
, ' rr-SGONNABEGREAT!

,

I~f?~
,
t:!&J~

"

~~~~o~
,

~,

.

so MARK THE DATE!

J

SPORTS

IP. ,• • • • •
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, Men '8 Tennis Team ·Prepares For the Season
by Pam Watz

sports editor
The men's tennis team will have
their hands full this spring as they
ready themselves for , conference
competition. The additional teams
from Southwest Baptist and
Washburn (Kansas) will make the
MlAA one ofthe best Division II conferences in the nation. Southwest
Baptist routinely draws a national
ranking for the team and several of
tbeir players. Washburn, along with
the rest of the conference schools
(Northeast
Missouri
State,
Northwest Missouri State , University of Missouri-Rolla and Central
Missouri State), are strengthening
their programs as welL
The Rivermen are coming off
their best finish ever in the MIAA
tournament. Their third place showing hehind talented teams from
Northeast Missouri and Northwest
Missouri bolstered the program's
progression in what is now an
extremely tough conference. With
the loss of players because of
graduation and some ' eligibility
problems , some key positions have
opened up.
"This season will not be as strong'
of a season as past seasons, but will
be a learning season," assistant
C!lach Rich Rauch said.
Head
coach Jeff Zoellner
graduated from UM-St. Louis in
1984 and played on the basketball
'and tennis teams for two years, after
attending Jefferson Junior College.
After teaching English and coaching
basketball for two years at N'ormandy, Zoellner took a year off from
teaching and received his 'Masters
degree. Presently , Zoellner i~
teaching at Pattonville Positive
Alternative High SchooL This will
be his third year as UM-St. Louis'
; tennis coach.
\ Assistant coach Rauch was the
,head coach for the Rivermen from
1983 to 1985. Rauch taught English,
~journalism
and
Spanish
at
)Hazelwood Central for 28 years . He
also coached basketball, baseball,
tennis and wrestling. Beginning in
the end of May, Rauch will be conducting an adult/junior tennis program at Glenecho Country Club.

"I think Jeff is a very effective
coach ," Rauch said. "He has the
drive and.the ambition. "
Senior Scott Stouffer returns . As
last years captain and No.1 singles
and doubles .player for the team,
Stouffer adds experience and
leadersbip to this year's squad .
Some health problems hindered his
play last year, but he has shown
marked improvements this season.
As No . 2 singles and doubles player,
Stouffer will be a major contributor
to this year's team.

.O!rmpicTrials
by Ariel Lestat
· reporter
.

Junior Brad Compton returns as a
strong No. 1 singles and doubles
player,· Finishing second in toe
MIAA conference tournament at the
No . 1 spot and first in doubles , Com·'
pton has the best chance to repeat as
a. eanference ···champion. Compton
was chosen as last year's MVP and
has established himself as the
nucleus of the team.
Junior Brent Jones, Jr. proved to
be a strong doubles player last year,
but will pull double duty this year as
he plays No. 5 singles and No . 2
doubles. Jones possesses fine
athletic ability and an attitude
towar.ds tbe game. The. consistent
competition should mak~ ' him a
solid play~r.
.
Junior Bob Pawliskowski will be a
good addition to the team. He has
had littlecpmpetitive experience.
He has played in the NO.6 singles
position and has an excellent
attitude .

.Stuart Vo~tSets New Records at
Nationals a~d Qual~fies .for

Rene Rowe

MEN 'S TENN IS: Junior BrentJones, Jr. swings at the ball while
practicing for the next tElnnis IT! aic h..
Sophomore Mike Higgins surprised everyone lil-st year with an
upset victory . over Mizzou's No.4
singles player. Higgins is a stronger
singles player tha'n doubles player.
He bas made great strides in his '
game over tbe course of one year.
Higg~J!.8 competed on and off last
seasQfJ, but won Most Improved
Player .

to the team this year. Neptune
brings tennis experience . in which
he gained at CBC. He will compete
in the No.6 singles and No . 3 doubles
positions.
UM-St. Louis dropped its first
MIAA conlerence match to Central
Missouri state University earlier
this montb, losing by a narrow 5·4
score. ~e second match, scheduled
one-half ' hour later, was cancelled
because of snow .

The squad has . four seniors
graduating and one wbic~. is
I
transfering to the University of
Bu(falo, New York in the winter is
Missouri-Rolla, yet Liston expects
not everyone's idea of a great vacato return with a team that features
tion spot, but UM-St.Louis swimmer
two nationally ranked freestylers,
Stuart Vogt found it an exciting Vogt and BollinL
place. The junior transfer student
Three af the four swimmers in all
competed i"n the NCAA Division II of the men's relays are relurning.
Swimming . Championships from
"Next year should be the year we
March 7 through the 13. Vogi sw~
really make our mark nationally, "
the maximum allowable events; the
Liston said. " If all of our team puts
50 and 100-yard freestyle and the
in 100 percent effort training, then
100-yard butterfly.
they deserve recognition."
.
Next season, no one should be
By placing second in both freestyles, Vogt achieved AU-American . unaware of the ability of Vogt,
Appelbaum, Bolliniand friend.
status. He added a 'seventh place
Early
in the season, the team swam
finish in the butterfly to score 33
the 200-yard freestyle relay and
points and pla.ce UM-SL Louis tenth
caught the attention of a number of
· in team scoring, the highest finish
coaches across the country . "There
ever and only the second time in
is a strong chance that the event wi1l
school history that the school has
be added to Nationals , and we have
scored points in the national meet.
one
of the 'best teams," Liston
An additional bonus for Vogt. was
qualifying for the Olympic trial~ said.
With the spirit and loyalty the
this August.
team exhibits , UM-St . Louis swimThis is the end of Coach Mary Liston's third season and she is . ming should have a good recruiting
year . .'Look to the PQol for some
impressed with the team growth and
exciting swims next season. Right
: performance.
now, look at the record board and .
"Our times as a team have
national rankings to see what
steadily improved, " Listoo said.
dedication and hard work yield.
"The men have set new team
Congratulations Stuart and all the ,
records in every event except three
UM-St. Louis swimmers on a job
ill the past two years. "
well done .

Sophomore Scott Pollard lS a
transfer student from the Univerity of Missouri-Columbia and will
fill the void left when Chris
os chen, conference doubles chamion , dropped from the team .
Sophomore Dave Neptune IS neW
ollard went to the State Championships for. two years in a row in
high school. His singles game is r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
improving, but Pollard has not been
Wom e n Soccer Tryouts
iIi serious competition for over a
year.

~

Division II Championship times
50-yard freestyle
20.45
lOO-yard freestyle
44 .74
100-yard butterfly
5Q.37

1

Sophomore Glen House will join
the Rivermen in his first year of
competition . He is enthusiastic and
is a very coachable player. He has a
few years to play for the team and is
the prospective candidate for Most
Improved Player by the seasons
end.

will be held fro m 3: 30 to 5:00 p.m during the week 01

The

April 4 through 7 at the Mark Twain Building.
For more inform ation, call Ken Hudson at 553-5121.
Stuart Vogt ,

UniverSity's
first
America swimmer

All·

High "School: I,.utheran SOuth

Southeast Missouri Indians Ousts the UM -St. Louis 'R ivermen
nament as a disciplined South
Dakota State J ackrabbits took UMSt. Lou is to t he wire before the
quickness advantage of the Rivermen finally paid dividends and UMSt. Louis managed a 68-63 victory.
In the first half of the South
Dakota State game ,. it looked as
though the Rivermen would end
their season right then and there.
The size and diScipline of the Jackrabbits domin.a ted the game in the
opening frame . South Dakota took
the lead on the opening tip , maintained it throughout the opening
period, and went to intermission
with a six point cushion, 38-32.
Bill Cartwright, a 6'9" forward
from South Dakota dominated the
first half by maneuvering inside the
Rivermen defense for 15 ' pOints.
Derek Thomas kept the UM-St .
Louis team close by hitting eight
first half points.

'J' .
....... '" "1

The Rivermen turned up the
defensive pressure quickly in ttIe
second half and took their firstlead
of the game after only two minutes
of second half action . The Jackrabbits bounced back and re-built their
six point margin when the Rivermen
could not seem to make a lay-up
midway through the secondhaIf.

Meckfessel · called a timeout to
settle the squad. Jeff Wilson, Chris
MEN'S BASKETBALL:. Freshman Chris Pilz has possession of
Pilz and Thomas each responded by .
the ball in the game against the South Dakota Jackrabbits at
nailing three point bombs to tie the '
SEMO with only minutes remaining on the clock
.
. score at 55.' The Rivermen took the
lead for good when Von Scales
Louis players just one week after slammed home a missed shot and
by Mark E. Stanley
the. MIAA championship victory . Kevin Morganfield netted four
reporter
turned into tears as the players points on dazzeling ' tip-ins. Some
mourned the defeat that ended the pressure:(reethrows from Pilz and
"I know you all feel badly now,.but
s~aeon for the most successful team . Eric Love was all that was needed to
hopefully after a few days or weeks
the Rivermen
basketball seal the victory, 68-63.
you'll be able to look back on this in
history.
season with a lot of pride about the
The victory set up the final match
way you've turned this program
The Rivermen had little to be
between UM-St. Louis and SEMO
around ."
ashamed about, however, as their the following evening. The two
These were the words spoken by '. victory over South Dakota State .teams had met three times earlier
University on March 11 , which set- in the year with each game being
coach Rich Meckfessel inthe locker
up the fourth contest against SEMO, · deCided in the remaining minutes of
room following a.dream·shattering
set the school record for the most the game. The.final game wastaken
73-69regional championship loss to
victories at 22 and marked the first , from the same mold as the RiverSoutheast Missouri_ State.
time a UM-St. Louis squad has men held the lead for virtuajly the
"This might have been a once in a
advanced in post-season play in 16 entire game before SEMO scored
lifetime chance for us ," stated
years.
the last 13 pOints of the game to take
sophomore forward Terry Marzette.
the victory, 73-69 .
"
"I'm
rea!ly
proud
of
the
w,ay
we
'
"It just now hit me that I'll never
play in another college basketball .didn't quit when things didn't go our
The Rivermen offense gelled in
way," boasted assistant coach Chico
game again ," added senior center
the first half as UM-St. Louis hit a
Jones
.
The
Rivermen
had
plenty
of
Jim Gregory.
opportunity to throw in the towel in Iblistering 54 percent from the field
(including a 69 percent clip from
The'joy expressed by theUM-St.
the first game of the regional tourI!~

, -,..

I

behind the three point line). Pilz got
things rolling early as he hit the first
six points of the game and went onto
score ten in the first half. Brooks
was also spectacular in·the first half
netting ten points and ripping down
. ;
five rebounds.
'

seyen shots for 14 points and ripping
down six rebounds.
Lov~ hit for 15 points while Wilson
hit every shot he threw up to score
· seven points down the stretch.
"We're sure going to miss all of
the seniors," sighed assistant coach

Paul Ellis after th\,! game.
Yet, Meckfessel , looking forward
to next season, encouraged the
returning players by saying, "I hope
you'll allremember how empty you
feel right now and hpw much harder
you will have to work next year."

SEMO took the lel¢ on1y once in
the first half at 26"'!5 with seven
minutes remaining. However, with
interniissiondrawing near, the
Rivermen went on a run with' Pilz
hitting a three-pointer and Brooks,
Lov.e and Wilson streaking past
. opponents for lay-ups. The halfending flurry put the Riverrnen on
top, 40; 34.

"I'm really proud dfthe .
way we didn't quit when
things ~idn't gO'our .:
way."

'::"":Chico Jones
UM-St. Louis protected and even
increased their lead in the · first
several minutes of the second half;
but things started to look like they
wouid fail apart 'when at the 15
minute mark SEldO began to claw
their way back in tlie Kame and cut a
Qnce 11 point l\,!ad down to three.
However, '. after .· a Meckfessel .
timeout" and aPilz three pElintshot,
Love went on a shooting spree hitting three straight long range s!lQts
to bring-the lead back: to. 11, with a
score of 62 ~51 with nine minutes
remaining,
From this point, Wilson~ook over
the offense hitting two' IO.Jlg range
shots
Brooks added' a lay-up to
bring the ~'c'ore to 69-6p:.at the 5:37
mark. This . wa~ the last of the .
offens~ for the RiverJ!?'en, SE~{Q
hackeIJ, strig~,ed and even tackled .
Rivermen players when .necessary
to gain contrQI of the ball and score
the nat ! 3-llOints to' claiin the victory and .e nd. UM-St. Louis' season.

:-.

.'

.:

and

. , Individual e'ffbl'1swere outstand.' ing for the Riverrn~n.but they paled
In :~.ompari~ori to the overall team
effort display~d Friday night. Pilz
picked up the tournament Most
.' Valuable Player award by scoring 17
.:.,points (fi~e out of seven aSSists) .
Brooks also made the alltournament team hitting five of

/." " ,"
. If.: .

\~
''''.

,/

Rene Rowe

ME~'S BASK~TBALL: Kevi~ Brooks fakes out a Southeast Mi$·

".

souri State plB:yer ~hl\e playing the the Show-Me Center.

.'
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Scholarships Offered For Children Of Vietnam Vets ~

Spend the nay"With a Macintosh
Office of Computing and
Apple Computer would
like to invite you to
meet a Macintosh.

','

.

,

Apple
'[i!i!~!i! i:! i[i!\ Macin tos

When: Wednesday,
April 6, 1988
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Applications are now being '
accepted for the PV A/Youth for
Vietnam Veterans Scholarship ,
Fund.
R. Jack Powell, executive director of the Paralyzed Veterans of
America, announced: "Applicants
1TUIst ' be the natural or legallyaitoPted sons or daughters of an
Honor,ably Discharged veteran who ,
served on active military duty in the ,
Vietnam theater of war from August
4,1964 to May 8,1975 who was: killed
in action; died 'in country'; li,s ted as
missing in action; a prisoner of war;
disabled with 100 percent serviceconnected rating; or rated as 100 '
percent disabled for Veterans '
Administration pension puposes, as
the result of a spinal cord injury or
disease."
Each scholarship grant will be
$1500, ,and applicants must be
enrolled in or accepted by an
accredited four-year institution of
higher learning. The student's
academic performance, community

and extracurricular activities, as
well as financial need will be considered in the award criteria.
Powell
said '
completed
applications and required sub-

the University of Kansas in. :
' :
Lawrence.
It is funded by the proceeds of a,
Veterans Day benefit concert that ~
has featured musicians David ~
Crosby, Stephen Stills, John ::
missions must be postmarked no , Fogerty and George Thorogood and :
later than May 31, 1988,
the Delaware Destroyers . Peter
For an application or more inforFonda served as emcee.
,
mation, contact: Scholarship ComThe PVA, a veterans service ::
mittee; c/o Paralyzed Veterans of
organization chartered by Con- :
America; 801 18th St. NW;
gress, has for more than 40 years ~
Washi/lgton, DC 20006; or consult a
served the needs of its members - ~
local telephone directory for the
all of whom have catastrophic :
PVA service office or chapter in
paralysiS caused by spinal cord ~
your area .
injury or disease . PVA is funded =
The PV A/Youth for Vietnam
through private donations and - '
Veterans Scholarship Fund was
neither seeks nor receives govern- ;
intitiated by a group of students at ment money ,

Women's Studies Newletter Needs Editor
The Women's Studies NeWSletter
is seeking student editors for 198889.
The editors work with the faculty
advisor in planning and producing
two issues per semester, The editor,

~~~~

Where: 126 JC Penney Bldg.

who has the major responsibility, '
will recievea small honorarium for :
each issue; the associate editor will ,
be a volunteer pOSition.
~
, Editorial
responsibilities _
include: soliciting articles from :
faculty and students , copyediting, ~
writing feature articles and;
editorials, layout, and delivering;
progress reports at program board ~
meetings. '
The editor must be involved in the<
Women's Studies Program-or aL
least be willing to become involved.~
(

Throughout the day YOLl can see
demonstration.s of the Macintosh II
and Macintosh SE, the ne\v LaserWriter
printers, file transfers, and such software
packages as PageMaker and Hypercard.

M-S -

BROADWAV-421·1965
11-7 • T-SHIRTS·JEWELRY.,.IE DYE.

BRITISH SHOES AND BOOTS·POSTERS.SLACKUG HTS-sTICKERS·C RYSTAL JEWELRv-TU" nEAR
, BUY

Anyone ' with interest in or with;
questions about this pOSition, or"
anyone willing to serve as a volun-'
teer , associ.ate editor, should con;
tact the Women's Studies Office
ext.5581.
All
inquiries
are'

ap

..

All of the products demonstrated are now
available for purchase at educational discounts
by all eligible faculty, staff; and students.
,

.

I'"

,

For more information, contact Mary Brown,
Office of Computing, Rm. 103 SSB, 553-6000.
If you'd like to meet a Macintosh, stop by any
time during the day. We'll see you there.
;,

I

THE ARMY
MADE EUGENE AMAN.
BUT DAISY GAVE HIM
BASIC TRAINING!
A

RASTAR
mDIJ(1lQ(

-

A

MIKE NICHOLS '
NEIL SIMON'S

Criminal Justice Needs You
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale has an outstanding Master's degree program to help you prepare for a rewarding and financially satisfying career in criminal justice.
The faculty has a strong international reputation and is professionally
experienced and knowledgeable in many aspects of the field.
The curriculum blendstheory and practice to forma solid professional and academic base. The program is kept small to allow individual
attention and development. Graduate assistanships are available for
qualified stUdents.
'
Women and minorities are urged espeically to apply.

For more information contact:

Prof. Dennis Anderson
Center for the Study of
Crime, Delinquency and Corrections
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901 '

(618) 453 .. 5701

Southern Illinois University at Car bondale

•

an equal opportunity / affirmative action
educational institution and employer

'
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., UR 1'1 ST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS T EONE
OU COULD TAKE TBI SUMMER.
At Anny ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed - in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Anny Officer's conunission when
you graduate fr-om college.
.Anny ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
. just what you neeq to reach the top. .

..

ABMYBOTC

..

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU'CD TAD.

...

'F ind Out More, Co~tac : '.
aptain Jon oyle IIi R om 44
Of The Blue Metal Office Building
Or Call 553-5176.
~

..:

~-

. ,-,"

'

•
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